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Hello all, my name is Vanaya Hill and I am currently the class of 2025 student president.
I am writing this resume with the hope of carrying this title into my senior year. This is
currently my second year in Student Council and Leadership and my first year on the
executive board as president. I feel that I am best qualified for this position because I
have a lot of passion when it comes to my leadership class and making the school a
better place and I also want to make sure the class of 25’ has the best senior year
possible. It is important for me to have a position on board because I want to be the
person who people turn to for help or advice. Personally, i have learned a lot from this
years senior president Lillia and she has shown me what it is to be a good helpful
leader, if i do get the position handed down to me i will work to keep the program as
healthy and positive as possible and to make sure the good work Lillia has done

continues. I want to bring more communication to the board. I feel as if we need to start
listening to what everyone has to say whether we agree with it or not and taking some
of the ideas people suggest even if we don't love them ourselves. I want to make sure

that as many people feel included as possible. I also want to enforce a little more
discipline on our council. Our Wednesday meetings are starting to become pointless

due to all of the talking that goes on while we are going through the agenda. I
understand having other things to do and wanting to go home but at the end of the day
being on StuCo was a commitment we all decided to make so I want to make sure we
are giving respect to the people that deserve it at those times. In my 3 years here at
Kettering I have learned that we go to school with a group of amazing kids. I hope that

me being president has positively impacted our student body and encouraged
EVERYONE to spread some kindness. I know that school is not most kids' favorite thing

but I hope to make each day a little easier and fun for everyone.


